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FIRE PROTECTION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURAL 

SUPERSIL - GIPSBIFIRE® E

For concrete structural components the calculation of fire resistance is performed by measuring the reduction of the

loading capacity (R) caused by deterioration of the mechanical properties of the materials with rising temperature.

The collapse mechanisms may be of different types: failure due to bending, due to shear, failure of supports, etc. 

In the majority of cases the loss of loading capacity is caused by the loss of strength of the rebar, especially when no

specific account is taken in the design stage of the action of fire and the bar covers have not been appropriately

oversized.

Therefore, the most vulnerable elements are those with superficial rebar or very slender components in which the low

thermal conductivity of concrete is less beneficial.

In general, it can be considered that the critical temperature that leads to collapse of the element is in the region of

500 °C for unstressed rebar, and 350 °C for multi stranded prestressing wire.

The application table shown here is conservative and it calculates the thicknesses required for prestress steel.

SUPERSIL can be applied both vertically and horizontally.

GIPSBIFIRE®E can be applied vertically.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

USE: FIRE PROTECTION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ELEMENTS
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FIRE PROTECTION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

SUPERSIL - GIPSBIFIRE® E

CERTIFICATES: CSI DC02-003-F04 EN 13381-3 and TECHNICAL REPORT ON EQUIVALENT RATION BY

TECHNICIAN AUTHORISED IN ACCORDANCE WITH D.M. 25-3-1985.

: 

GUARANTEED EQUIVALENCE REPORT:

GIPSBIFIRE® E THCK.15 mm 6.8 - SUPERSIL THCK. 9 mm 3.6 - SUPERSIL THCK. 12 mm 6.2

DATASHEET

The use of GIPSBIFIRE® E allows exceptional aesthetic results thanks to its workability.

GIPSBIFIRE® E is easily workable using mechanical power or manual tools; all that is required is a knife to scribe

the sheet and cut it to the required size.

GIPSBIFIRE® E and SUPERSIL must be secured using metal expansion fixings.

In cases wherein joint filling is required for aesthetic reasons, fit a number of screws, fixings or other fasteners such

as to prevent the slightest movement of the sheets to avoid cracking of the joint.

GIPSBIFIRE® E and SUPERSIL can be filled in the joints using the same procedures applied for normal plasterboard

sheets.

APPLICATION


